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Tactile Sensors Based Steering as a Substitute of the Attendant Joystick in Powered Wheelchairs

Andrés Trujillo-León, Wael Bachta and Fernando Vidal-Verdú

Abstract—Attendant joysticks of powered wheelchairs are devices oriented to help caregivers. Diseases and disabilities such as dementia, spinal cord injuries or blindness make the user unable to drive the chair by his or her own. However, this device is not intuitive to use, especially for old people. Proper processing of the information provided by two tactile sensors in the handlebars achieves control signals that allow an easy and intuitive driving. This is done in this paper, where the performance of this approach is evaluated in comparison with that of the joystick by means of objective measurements as well as questionnaires to obtain the subjective perception of the participants in the experiments. The results show a better performance of the handlebar in terms of error in following a trajectory, collisions with the surrounding furniture, and user feeling related to ease of use, comfort, required training, usefulness, safety and fatigue.

Index Terms—Assistive Technology, Tactile Sensors, Wheelchairs, Joystick.

I. INTRODUCTION

Developed societies are getting old, so that facing the increasing aging of their inhabitants must be a crucial goal. In the coming decades, the predicted population pyramid for these countries will lose their triangular shape [1]. From 2000 until 2050, the world’s population aged 60 and over will more than triple from 600 million to 2 billion [2]. Aging well requires health and functional capacity in the daily life activity [3]. Inside EU-27, the 52.9% of disabled people reported that their incapacity causes them mobility difficulties [4]. This is one of the main barriers to participation in daily life activities. In this context, assistive technology becomes a key piece in terms of quality life improvement. When users can walk, the more commonly used assistive tool to increase gait stability are canes and walkers [5], [6]. However, there is a numerous group of people with limited walking ability that may require other kind of mobility aid. For example, certain post-stroke patients [7], some persons affected by cerebral palsy [8] or the elderly [9], especially the oldest old, that is a group with high rates of physical and cognitive impairment [10]. In this sense, powered wheelchairs (PW) are reported as a means of extending the activity and participation of their users [11]. They are usually driven with a hand-operated joystick located at the end of the armrest. Although PWs provide a valuable support, there are people who may not be able to operate theses devices by themselves. Clinicians reported that 9-10% of patients find them extremely difficult or impossible to use in their daily life. Regarding manoeuvring tasks, a 40% find it impracticable. 85% of clinicians see every year patients not able to use a PW since they lack the necessary motor skills, strength or visual sharpness. Up to 9% of individuals require the assistance of another person [12]. Experienced users also report having difficulties performing basic tasks that involve controlling the joystick and maneuvering [13]. Researchers have contributed with many instruments aimed at helping people to drive wheelchairs [14]–[24]. They are mainly either joystick variations or alternative driving systems. However, the assistance of a caregiver to propel the chair is required in cases of severe limitations: dementia, acute cerebral palsy, Alzheimer, visual impairment, etc. Since propelling a wheelchair in day to day life is a hard task that may cause health problems [25], it is useful that assistants can benefit from PWs advantages. The common commercial driving solution aimed at assistants consists in another joystick placed at the rear part of the chair [26]. However, as has been reported, this device is not very comfortable and intuitive. Regarding research centered on the caregiver, authors of [27] present an assisting controller based on the force-velocity relationship. It generates an assisting force when the attendant’s propelling force exceeds a threshold. However, it does not contemplate steering and only simulations results are presented. Kakimoto et al. propose a prototype of a power-assisted attendant propelled wheelchair that detects the caregiver propulsion force through a force sensor placed on the shaft of the handling bar [28]. Although the impulsion force is reduced by 50 to 60%, the behavior is unstable under certain conditions. It was not intended to help in steering but only in climbing ramps. A power assist system for omnidirectional wheelchairs is exposed in [29], where the input force of the attendant is measured by six-axis force sensor attached to the handle of the chair. The work presented in [30] is a combination of wheelchair and walker, where an admittance based controller has proven to have a good performance controlling the pushing force, acquired through a force sensor placed between the handle and the robot structure. In the work presented in [31], the authors combine the user input, acquired by two force sensors, with an estimation of the environment disturbance to implement an adaptive force control. Most proposals infer the carer driving intention trough
a haptic interface based on costly force sensors, that are a barrier to market entry [32]. Tactile sensors could be an alternative to the latter in haptic devices. Simple tactile sensors can be built at a low cost [33]. Besides, these sensors have other possible advantages. For instance, the same sensor can implement a panel touch as user interface. They also can gather information about the grip for rehabilitation or ergonomic purposes [34]. Moreover, as a kind of artificial skin, they can be integrated in a system without significant modifications that are likely unavoidable in the case of force sensors. In summary, it is worth exploring this technology as an alternative to joysticks and force sensors. In [35] the authors presented a tactile handlebar aimed at assistants with the purpose of providing them with an easy and effective solution to drive PWs. The main idea was to activate the PW engines according to the carer intention. A basic control algorithm was used to test the viability of the system. Although the preliminary results were not bad, some flaws were detected. The most relevant was that the assistant needed to be instructed to use the system, which decreased the intuitiveness. A different strategy is followed in this paper, that is based on the observed correlation between variables obtained from the tactile sensor based haptic handlebar and forces exerted on it. Force sensors to measure force and torque can then be replaced by tactile sensors and a simple control procedure can be implemented that results in a much more intuitive driving. A thorough evaluation of this approach is also presented. It consisted of two experiments. In the first one, a custom optical based tracking system was developed to measure the error of the user in following a defined trajectory. This provides objective data of the system performance.

Besides, a second test was carried out that consisted in driving in an enclosed indoor space trying not to collide with the environment. Both tests were performed also using a commercial joystick, which is the most common alternative. Moreover, the assessing is also focused on gathering the subjective perception and the opinion of the participants. This way, they were asked to fill a questionnaire answering several questions about their experience using both driving systems. The results showed an overall good performance of the haptic handlebar, that is better than that obtained for the attendant joystick.

This paper is structured as follows. BLABLABLA (estructura del paper, a escribir cuando esté versión más definitiva)

II. HAPTIC HANDLEBAR TO ASSIST WHEELCHAIRS PROPELLING

Firstly, the haptic handlebar implementation is explained. Then, the experimental setup designed to its study is detailed.

A. Device

Since it intends to be intuitive, the tactile handlebar should be used in the same way as a regular one. It is comprised of two handles, one for each hand, covered by rectangular commercial force sensing resistor sensors (FSR) [36]. Figure 1 shows the device schematic and Figure 2 its implementation. The pressure sensors are organized in the form of a matrix of 8×2 tactels. This configuration minimizes the addressing resources needed to scan the arrays of the left and the right handle. The rows and columns are connected to a custom conditioning electronics board based on a PIC18F4680 microcontroller. This way, the reading process is as follows: a set of analog switches activates the row to be read. Then, the resistance variation in each tactel of the selected row is turned into a voltage variation by transimpedance amplifiers.

Finally, the amplifiers output is digitized by the analog-to-digital converter of the PIC18F4680. The microcontroller can send the pressure data to a computer via USB. More details can be found in [35].

B. Control variables

The pair of control variables used to compute the haptic-based PW movement are based on the centers of mass (CoM) of the pressure maps captured by the left and the right handle tactile sensors. The center of mass (also known as center of pressure) is often used in the processing of tactile images in robotic manipulation tasks. It summarizes the information about how the pressure distribution is in a single spatial coordinate. In the case of this device, it is calculated for the left and right handle sensors as indicated in Equation 1.

\[
CoM_{L/R} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{8} i \cdot p(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{8} p(i)}
\]

where \(i\) and \(p(i)\) are the position (row) and the pressure value of the \(i^{th}\) tactel in the handle for which CoM is being calculated. CoM\(_L\) and CoM\(_R\) are calculated using
the column 1 and 2, respectively, of the schematic shown in Figure 1.

![Schematic of force and torque](image)

Fig. 3. Location of $F_y$ and $T_z$, force and torque that model the user interaction when driving the PW grasping the handlebar.

During driving, pushing/pulling maneuvers can be modeled as a force vector in forward direction ($F_y$). On the other hand, turns can be defined as the generation of a torque ($T_z$) in the vertical axis through the middle of the handlebar and perpendicular to the floor. Both of them are illustrated in Figure 3. The sum and subtraction of the centers of mass of the left ($CoML$ and right ($CoMR$) handles computed as shown in Equation 2 are highly correlated with $F_y$ and $T_z$, respectively [37].

$$SUM_{CoM} = CoML + CoMR$$
$$SUB_{CoM} = CoML - CoMR$$ (2)

Figure 4 illustrates this correlation by showing $SUM_{CoM}$, $SUB_{CoM}$, $F_y$ and $T_z$ registered in a test where the handlebar is manipulated.

![Parameters captured](image)

Fig. 4. Parameters captured while using the handlebar. From top to bottom: $T_z$, $SUB_{CoM}$, $F_y$ and $SUM_{CoM}$.

This way, pushing, pulling and turning maneuvers may be identified and quantified using exclusively these two parameters extracted from the tactile sensors.

Specifically, the target linear and angular velocities of the PW ($v$, $\omega$) are defined as:

$$v = G_{lin} SUM_{CoM}$$
$$\omega = G_{ang} SUB_{CoM}$$ (3)

where $G_{lin}$ and $G_{ang}$ may be used to tune the sensibility according to the assistant preferences.

The variables in Equation 2 have to be referred to their values at the starting point when the user grasps the handles.

Otherwise, $SUM_{CoM}$ would not be zero and the chair would move ($v \neq 0$ in Equation 3) by just holding the handles. In addition, since there is not a perfect match of both the left and right handles and the grip with both hands can also be different, $SUB_{CoM}$ could be a non zero value and $\omega \neq 0$ in Equation 3 despite the user has no intention to turn.

In this way, a dynamic calibration has to be carried out every time the handlebar is grasped. The procedure is as follows: when the grip is detected, the centers of mass in rest condition ($CoML$ and $CoMR$) are computed. This situation corresponds to the previously described scenario, in which the caregiver just grasps the handles without exerting additional forces aimed at driving the PW. Once both parameters are known and stored, the user receives an audible signal that indicates that he or she can start driving. The procedure takes around one second. Afterwards, during the movement processing, the $CoM$ is computed as shown in Equation 4.

$$CoM = CoM_L - CoM_R$$ (4)

where $CoM_L$ is the center of mass computed for the measured tactile image and $CoM_R$ is that center of mass computed in rest condition in the calibration process. Note that $CoM_L$ becomes a zero reference for the value of the computed $CoM$, so that it will be positive or negative depending on whether it is above or below $CoM_R$.

Considering the above, the control variables could be expressed as:

$$SUM_{CoM} = SUM_{CoM_L} - SUM_{CoM_R}$$
$$SUB_{CoM} = SUB_{CoM_L} - SUB_{CoM_R}$$ (5)

where $SUM_{CoM_L}$ and $SUB_{CoM_R}$ are the addition and subtraction of $CoML$ and $CoMR$, from Equation 4.

With the latter modifications, $v$ and $\omega$ are zero and the PW remains stopped while the handlebar is grasped unless forces are intentionally exerted.

### III. Experimental setup

The scheme of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. The haptic handlebar is attached to the back of the chair frame so that it can be grasped by the assistant to propel the PW. The conditioning electronics previously described scans the tactile sensors and sends the maps of pressure to a computer via USB. The latter calculates $CoML$ and $CoMR$ using the pressure information of each handle and, from these parameters, the control variables $SUM_{CoM}$ and $SUB_{CoM}$ are computed. Once the target linear and angular velocities are estimated (see Equation 3), the correspondent signals are converted into their analog equivalent through a NI USB6009 multifunction card connected to the computer. The analog outputs of this card are wired into the joystick socket of the master control module REM24SD that the PW incorporates at the end of the right armrest. This is because the activation of the engines is achieved by emulating the output signals of the joystick included in the module REM24SD. The REM24SD, in turn, communicates with the PW power module that supplies the engines. The chair velocities are finally updated at a rate of 60Hz.
In addition, an attendant joystick is placed in the chair frame near the handlebar and it is also connected to the joystick socket of the master control module. Thus, the PW can be driven by the caregiver using both devices. To register the error in following a certain trajectory, a laser pointer plus a Logitech Pro 9000 camera are mounted on the front of the chair. The implementation of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. The whole setup weighs approximately the same as a manual wheelchair with a 80kg person on it.

IV. METHODOLOGY

As said above, an experiment was realized to assess the performance of the haptic handlebar and to compare it with the commercial attendant joystick. Besides, a questionnaire aimed to gather the perception of the assistants after driving with both systems was designed.

A. Participants

Ten volunteers (P1-P10) took part in the experiment, given writing consent and complying with the declaration of Helsinki at all times. They were not aware of the experiment purpose. Among the participants there were PhD students, professors, laboratory technicians, administrative staff and people outside the university. Their background was varied covering from computer science or electronics to maths, biology, or no higher education. With respect to their previous experience, eight of them had already used a joystick before and none had used formerly a device similar to the assistive handlebar. One of them had experience helping people whose wheelchair has to be propelled by another person. Some statistical measures of the participants’ age (in years): Mean=45.4, SD=9.7, Max=64 and Min=29.

B. Experiment

The experiment was performed in two different locations. One of them was the ground floor of an university building. It was an ample space where the volunteers first drove the PW freely with both steering systems for about two minutes. It was intended to emulate the real life situation of driving in an open space with few obstacles (for example, in a park or a pedestrianized avenue). Besides, during this time, some parameters such as the velocity gains or the handlebar height was adapted to the user that needed it. After that, the participants were asked to follow a 35m path marked on the ground with a 5cm wide yellow tape. As can be seen in Figure 7, it combined straight lines and soft turnings with challenging curves.

As said in the previous section, the setup included a laser pointer. It pointed to the ground so that a circular light was visible on the floor just before the chair, aligned with the middle point between the two wheels. During the trial, the participants followed the path, keeping the laser light into the tape to the possible extent but driving as naturally as they
could. They were not given any instruction about speed or time limitations. They performed the test with one of the devices, and with the other afterwards. Besides, half of the participants started using the attendant joystick and the other half started with the haptic handlebar. The camera added to the setup was also pointing to the ground, aligned with the laser. This way, the experiment realization of every volunteer was recorded for the further estimation of the error between the actual (laser light) and the target (tape) trajectory. The videos were processed in Matlab with color-based segmentation, using K-means clustering [38] so that, the tape and the laser light were isolated from the rest of elements of the images, mainly floor tiles and dirt. Figure 8 illustrates this procedure, it shows one sample video frame and the result of being processed to compute the error in following the trajectory. Figure 9 shows the so obtained data of the error registered when the chair is driven with the joystick (left) and with the handlebar (right). Thereafter, the volunteers were moved to an indoor location of the same facility to perform a second trial. It is depicted in Figure 10 and comprises a corridor and a laboratory. If we compare the size of the PW and the available room, we see that the setup implies driving in narrow spaces. The aim was to emulate a daily life driving activity in enclosed and confined places such as the inside of a house, a supermarket, etc. The test consisted in entering the laboratory from the corridor through the door, turning to the left and, once reached certain point, driving backwards arriving at the stop point after turning right. The only marks on the ground were those to indicate the starting and stop points and that where the movement had to be switched from forwards to backwards. Again, the participants did not receive instructions about speed or time, but only about driving as naturally as possible avoiding colliding with the obstacles (walls and table). If they collided they could correct the trajectory as many times as necessary. As with the previous path, half of the volunteers started the test with the joystick and the other half with the handlebar. The number of collisions made with each driving interface was registered.

C. Questionnaire

After realizing the experiment described just above, the participants were asked to fill a form. They could spend as much time as they needed. The questionnaire was anonymous and the computer screen was placed in such a way that it was not visible for the experiment organizers. A seven-point Likert scale was used to assess both the haptic handlebar and the attendant joystick. Besides, a text entry box was added after every question in case the respondents wished to justify their answer. At the end, they could also leave their general impression of the experience. The content of the form was the following:

Q1. **With respect to its use, how do you consider the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?**
1) Very difficult
2) Difficult
3) Rather difficult
4) Neither easy nor difficult
5) Rather easy
6) Easy
7) Very easy

Q2. **Concerning comfort, how do you consider the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?**
1) Very uncomfortable
2) Uncomfortable
3) Rather uncomfortable
4) Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
5) Rather comfortable
6) Comfortable
7) Very comfortable

Q3. **How much training do you consider is needed to use the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?**
1) Too much
2) A lot
3) Quite a lot
4) Neither too much nor too little
5) Little
6) Very little
7) None

Q4. **Regarding its usefulness, how do you consider the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?**
1) Very useless
2) Useless
3) Rather useless
4) Neither useful nor useless
5) Rather useful
6) Useful
7) Very useful

Q5. With respect to safety, how do you consider the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?

1) Very insecure
2) Insecure
3) Rather insecure
4) Neither safe nor insecure
5) Rather safe
6) Safe
7) Very safe

Q6. Concerning physical and mental fatigue, how do you consider the haptic handlebar / attendant joystick?

1) Very tiring
2) Tiring
3) Rather tiring
4) Neither effortless nor tiring
5) Rather effortless
6) Effortless
7) Very effortless

Q7. Leave, if you wish, an additional comment about your experience after having driven with both devices.

As observed, questions are aimed to assess ease of use, comfort, training, usefulness, safety and fatigue.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the results of the experiment and the answer of the questionnaire are presented and analyzed.

A. Experiment results

Some parameters have been calculated from the data of the experiment following the path of Figure 7. They are the mean trajectory error (Error), the maximum trajectory error (Error_MAX), the test duration and the product between the mean trajectory error and the duration of each test (Error * Duration). They are depicted in Figure 11 and are aimed to measure the performance of the volunteers when driving with one interface and the other.

The mean error is a good variable to assess how accurate the trajectory tracking was (Figure 11 top). As can be observed, Error shows better numbers for the haptic handlebar than for the joystick in 80% of the tests. Besides, the difference is considerably larger in four of the ten tests. Below, in the same figure, we see that in the case of Error_MAX the values are more similar. The maximum error was observed when the handlebar was used in half of the tests and using the joystick in the other half. However, the meaning of this parameter is relative. A particular volunteer may produce a large deviation at some point and still have a good performance, if we look at the driving during the whole test. The bar chart below that of Error_MAX in Figure 11 gathers the test durations, i.e. how much time the participants needed to complete the full path. The required time was longer for the handlebar driving in three of the ten tests. Hence seven participants spent more time following the path when they used the joystick. Finally, in Figure 11 bottom, the bar diagram shows the product Error * Duration. This parameter is interesting since the trajectory error and the test duration may be linked. That is to say, if a participant spends much more time undergoing the test with one of the devices than with the other, the error will be probably smaller with the first than with the second. This way, this parameter combines the error and the trial duration so that the latter point is taken into consideration. High values suggest that either long time was taken to carry out the test, or the error made was large or both. On the contrary, behind low values may lie either small errors or little times. In order to distinguish each particular case, Error and duration diagrams are helpful. As observed, the results provided by this parameter are better for the handlebar than for the joystick in all the tests. Focusing on the Error chart (top), P2 and P4 were the
only two subjects that made a bigger error with the handlebar than with the joystick. However, as said, they got a better error \cdot Duration. Looking at the Duration bars we find that it could be well due to that fact that they spent about twice the time performing the experiment when the joystick than with the handlebar.

Regarding the trials performed in the indoor location of Figure 10, the count of collisions with the environment registered for every participant are shown in Figure 12. Collisions took place between the PW and either the walls or the laboratory table. As showed, no impacts occurred when the haptic handlebar was used, in none of the tests. Only in two of the ten tests, there were no impacts when driving with the joystick. In the remaining eight tests, there were between one to five collisions. They occurred mainly in turns while going forward and backward. The backward maneuver was significantly difficult for most of the volunteers. Note that, although time information is not displayed, impacts normally lead to delays and longer times. When the PW collided with an obstacle, it had to be moved away from the latter to resume the march. This process took time. So, driving with the haptic handlebar was faster on more occasions. In addition, the participant with previous experience in caregiving a person who uses a wheelchair is P10. As can be observed in Figure 11 and 12, his performance is considerable better with the haptic handlebar.

As seen throughout this point, the performance of the haptic handlebar is better than that of the commercial attendant joystick, according to the data extracted during the experiment. However, some unwanted behaviors were also detected. Although there were no collisions, some users realized some of the fine maneuvers with the handlebar producing little tugs, in small discrete movements that are not common in a natural driving. Tugs also appeared for some of them when driving in the location of Figure 7, when the speed was still low at the beginning of the trial. In this case, the phenomenon seemed to be modulated somehow by the gait. It started disappearing as the speed increased. It could be related to a gain too high that makes the system be excessively responsive in situations in which a low velocity is required. Finally, a little asymmetry was observed for two participants. In their case, the system were more sensitive when the handlebar was pushed than when it was pulled. This way, the force needed to make the PW move forward was a little different from that to make it move backward.

B. Questionnaire answers

Below, in Figure 13, a summary of the responses to the form questions is given. The seven responses available for each question are numbered from the most negative (1) to the most positive impression (7). This way, the higher the number of the chosen option, the better the respondent’s opinion is and, conversely, the lower the number associated to the answer, the worse is the participant’s perception. The central answer (4) indicates neutrality. Some parameters have been calculated for the groups of responses given to the same question referring to the attendant joystick and to the haptic handlebar. Finally, another parameter has been computed to evaluate the perception of both devices ($Pe$). It takes into account the number of times that each option (1-7) has been selected as answer to a particular question, so that it gives an overall picture of the participants’ perception for each assessed aspect. It is calculated as:

\[ Pe_{i, HH} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n_{A_j}} n_{A_j} \cdot j}{\sum_{j=1}^{7} n_{A_j}} \]  

where $i$ refers to asked question (Q1-Q6). $n_{A_j}$ represents the number of times that certain option, $A_j$, has been selected by the respondents when answering the question $Q_i$. $j$ varies in the interval [1-7], since seven options are always given. $n_{A_j}$ is within the range [0-10], as there are ten participants. Note that $Pe$ varies in the range [1-7]. $AJ$ and $HH$ means attendant joystick and haptic handlebar, respectively. $Pe_{i, AJ}$ and $Pe_{i, HH}$ are useful to compare both driving interfaces. In line with the above, if their value is below 4, the global perception is negative. If it is around 4, the opinion about the device tends to be neutral. Finally, above 4 the perception of the driving system starts being positive. In the top part of Figure 13, we can see what the participants think about the ease of use of both devices. Some of them find the joystick kind of difficult to use, with $Pe_{1, AJ} = 3.6$ and $\tilde{x}_{1, AJ} = 3.5$. Only two participants think that this device is rather easy or easy to use. In general, they consider the handlebar easy to use, $Pe_{1, HH} = 5.5$ and $\tilde{x}_{1, HH} = 6$. None of the subjects answered with a negative option (1-3) with respect to the use of this device. Regarding comfort, we see that the opinions about the haptic handlebar are considerably positive ($Pe_{2, HH} = 5.8$ and $\tilde{x}_{2, HH} = 6$, with all the answers between 5 and 7). The attendant joystick acceptance in terms of comfort has been quite neutral looking at $Pe_{2, AJ} = 4.3$, or moderately positive considering $\tilde{x}_{2, AJ} = 5$. Four participants have a perception moderately negative and six moderately positive. With respect to the amount of training required to use properly the driving interfaces, half of the volunteers are neutral (4) whereas the other half have the impression that quite a lot training is needed to use the joystick, $Pe_{3, AJ} = 3.5$ and $\tilde{x}_{3, AJ} = 3.5$. The handlebar is perceived as an interface
for which not much training is required, $P_{6,HH} = 5.4$ and $\bar{x}_{3,HH} = 5$. Concerning the question geared to finding out what users think of the usefulness of both devices, the result is quite significant since both parameters represent a quite positive trend: $P_{6,AJ} = 5.2$, $\bar{x}_{4,AJ} = 5.5$, $P_{6,HH} = 6.5$ and $\bar{x}_{4,HH} = 6.5$. It may indicate they perceive the assistance of the PW driving as useful and, in this direction, any help is appreciated. Regarding the sense of safety, the thoughts about the attendant joystick are mainly neutral, $P_{6,AJ} = 4.1$ and $\bar{x}_{5,AJ} = 4$, and negative and positive opinions are compensated. If the joystick is not moved the PW is stopped, but if it is pressed there is no way of knowing whether it has been activated involuntarily or by a blow with an object, what may be perceived as risky. Sense of security is greater with the haptic handlebar, $P_{6,HH} = 5.4$ and $\bar{x}_{5,HH} = 6$, which automatically stops the PW if the user releases the handlebar. Finally, at the bottom, the last question is aimed at the fatigue produced by driving. Regarding the use of the joystick, the overall sensation is neutral, $P_{6,AJ} = 4.1$ and $\bar{x}_{6,AJ} = 4.5$, with positive and negative opinions in equal numbers. The handlebar is seen more or less as an effortless device, $P_{6,HH} = 5.4$ and $\bar{x}_{6,HH} = 6$. Furthermore, all the results of comparing the answers given for the joystick and the handlebar with the Mann-Whitney U Test are statistically significant (the critical value of $U$ at $p < 0.05$ is 27).

### TABLE I

<p>| $P_e$ COEFFICIENT, $\bar{x}$ AND $U$ – VALUE OF MANN-WHITNEY TEST (WITH $U_{critical,p&lt;0.05} = 27$, ONE-TAILED) FOR THE LIKERT SCALE RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q1. Ease of use</th>
<th>Attendant Joystick</th>
<th>Haptic Handlebar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Comfort</td>
<td>Attendant Joystick</td>
<td>Haptic Handlebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Required training</td>
<td>Attendant Joystick</td>
<td>Haptic Handlebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Usefulness</td>
<td>Attendant Joystick</td>
<td>Haptic Handlebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Safety</td>
<td>Attendant Joystick</td>
<td>Haptic Handlebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. Fatigue</td>
<td>Attendant Joystick</td>
<td>Haptic Handlebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_e$</td>
<td>$\bar{x}$</td>
<td>$U$ – value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P_e$, $\bar{x}$ reference: 1 (Negative) ← 1 (Neutral) → 7 (Positive)

As said in the previous section, the participants were allowed to leave comments if they wished. Some of them highlight the ease of use of the haptic handlebar: "With a little practice, it's easy to control the movement", "After using it a little, it is easy to handle", "It's easy to adapt to the device", etc. Also its usefulness: "It greatly reduces the effort that has to be made in order to move and steer the chair" or "This device has really ample possibilities". Others may seem to be negative, like the following about safety: "Mainly during the learning period [it is rather insecure]. With practice, it gets safer". Or this one speaking of fatigue: "It can be rather tiring in the beginning when you are focused on the handlebar. After getting used to it a little, it's not tiring at all." However, when they say "the learning period" or "the beginning" they

![Fig. 13. Participants’ opinion about different aspects of the driving with both devices. From top to bottom: ease of use, comfort, training, usefulness, safety and fatigue.](image-url)
are referring to their learning period that was no more than two minutes, as explained previously. However, there are also some of them that can help to improve the device. For example: "[...] the system is a little slow at first, when you have to wait to hear the sound signal. What if I needed to move the chair quickly to avoid an obstacle heading towards us?". Note that this volunteer reflects on the hypothetical scenario in which the PW has to be moved while the \( \text{CoM}_L \) and \( \text{CoM}_R \) are being computed in the calibration process. It suggests that a secondary "basic" control that allows a range of limited movements (perhaps, moving forward or backward a little) and does not depend on the \( \text{CoM}s \) could be implemented. It may be used in case of emergency or to move the PW without the purpose of driving it (for example, if it is stopped and is an obstacle in the trajectory of another person).

Regarding the comments about the joystick, those about its use are, for example: "It is operated with only one hand, what I found more complicated and less natural than the handlebar use" or "The lateral movements are abrupt and it is difficult to follow a determine trajectory because of the zigzag. Only the forward movements are steady". They transmit lack of intuitiveness and difficulty in the maneuverability. With respect to comfort, they continue in the same vein: "It is more easy to accommodate and to steer grasping the handlebar that grasping the joystick", "The hand posture is not very natural". In general, they reflect that training is needed: "It requires much more training than the handlebar" or "The backward driving is difficult and it requires considerable training". They also highlight the superiority of the handlebar in safety terms: "(...) I think that the handlebar monitors in a better way what the attendant is doing [grasping monitoring]. Besides, the handlebar has a softer response to certain kind of maneuvers".

In summary, the commentaries are on the same line as the rest of results of the experiment.

VI. Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented a new control strategy for the attendant driving device of a power wheelchair that consists in a haptic handlebar based on tactile sensors. This strategy has been evaluated and compared to the performance of an attendant joystick as the common solution in the marketplace. Two tests have been carried out for this purpose, one obtains data of the error in following a challenging trajectory in an outdoor environment. The second test registers the number of collisions with furniture and doors when another challenging trajectory is followed in an indoor surrounding. Finally, a questionnaire provides subjective information from the participants about the ease of use of the device, comfort, required training, usefulness, safety and feeling of fatigue. The results show a substantial better performance of the haptic handlebar with the proposed control with respect to the joystick, regarding the objective data about error and collisions, as well as user perception. Nevertheless, some aspects can be improved once the results of the tests are analyzed. Firstly, the initial waiting time should be reduced (it lasts about one second currently). It can be reduced with dedicated hardware, and also using user profiles that can be stored in the local memory. Secondly, the control can also be improved in two directions. On one hand, a few users noticed different responses in forward and backward movements, so different gains in the control can be contemplated in these cases for pushing and pulling maneuvers. Moreover, the observed little jerks at very slow velocities can be faced with an admittance control that implements a gain dependent of the velocity [40]. These improvements are planned for future versions of the system.
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